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tea time for ella
by samantha cotterill / www.mummysam.com 
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about ella    
The size of  Tea Time for 
Ella was designed to fit a 6½" 
square shadow box. If  your 
shadow box is a different size, 
enlarge or reduce the pattern 
to fit.

Samantha used her sewing 
machine and thread to free-
motion stitch the embroidered 
lines. If  you wish, use running 
and/or stem stitches and floss 
to hand embroider the lines.

making the background
Using the pattern as your 
guide, trim off  the top edge of  
6" x 2" piece of  printed fabric 
at an angle. Fold the raw edges 
to the wrong side and press 
to make the floor. Place the 
floor at the bottom of  the 6" 
x 6" white felt wall and stitch 
through both layers.

skirt, overlapping the 2 pieces 
¼". Use white thread to join 
the bottom edge of  Ella to her 
skirt.

Embroider Ella with gray.

With right sides together, 
center Ella on the 3" x 5" 
rectangle of  printed fabric. 
Using a short stitch, sew Ella 
and the print fabric together 
in a 1/8" seam allowance. 
Leave the bottom of  Ella’s 
skirt open. Trim excess print 
fabric even with the edges of  
the felt, leaving excess fabric 
at the bottom of  her skirt 
untrimmed.

Turn Ella right side out. 
Turn under the bottom fabric 
edge and stuff  her body with 
fiberfill.

Embroider “wallpaper lines” 
on the wall and the lines of  
the dresser in gray.

For the dishes, cut out circles 
and ovals from scrap felt. 
Embroider the dishes to the 
dresser. If  embroidering by 
hand, make certain you go 
through both layers.

Cut shadow shapes from the 
orange felt and embroider 
them in place under the 
dresser with gray.

Iron the piece flat. Stretch it 
over the back of  the frame 
and secure with spray mount 
adhesive. 

making ella
Cut out Ella from the 2½" x 
3½" piece of  white felt. Cut 
out her skirt from the yellow 
felt. Position Ella over her 

skill level: easy / size: 6½" square

supplies 

fabric* yardage** cutting

white felt  6" x 6" wall  
 2½" x 3½" Ella’s front side 
yellow felt 1½" x 2½" skirt 
orange prints 1½" x 1" shadow on floor 
woven print fabrics 6" x 2" floor
 3" x 5" Ella’s back side
felt  scraps dishes, Ella’s base

Also needed: 6½" square x 3½" deep shadow box; white, light orange, dark 
gray thread or embroidery floss; spray mount adhesive; fiberfill stuffing

 
 

Place Ella on a scrap piece 
of  felt and trace around the 
bottom of  the doll to make her 
base. Cut out along the drawn 
line. Hand sew the felt base 
to Ella with a blanket stitch in 
yellow.

finishing
Place Ella in the shadow box. 
Close the box with the back of  
the frame.  Q




